Motorists’ view is blocked at Archer-Hesketh junction

EDITOR: There is a building under construction on both Archer and Hesketh Bell roads in Lower Kololo opposite the Muslim cemetery. The contractors have fenced off the building with iron sheets along both roads. The problem is that the building was built so close to Archer Road that the iron sheets have completely covered off the road reserve and the result is that motorists from Hesketh Bell Road have to drive almost into the middle of Archer Road at the junction to see the oncoming vehicles! This is totally unacceptable and should be rectified. Kampala Capital City Authority is struggling to restore order in the city and these are some of the practices they should look out for. There is bound to be an accident on Archer Road if this mistake is not sorted out. I believe this falls in the docket of both KCCA and traffic Police. Why should the contractor behave in such an irrational manner and be allowed to get away with it? When such practices are not immediately challenged, it gives courage to other law breakers to behave with impunity. That must stop!

Beatrice Namara
Kampala

Archer-Hesketh Bell Junction has become a black spot

Have Police nothing better to do?

EDITOR: Sometimes grown men and women act in ways which are so silly and petty that even animals laugh at us. On Tuesday it was published that the Police had seized over 700,000 copies of a calendar with pictures of leaders, with the words: “Will you wait all year for someone else to solve your problems? Will you take action today?” I sat down and wept with laughter! Have the Police no worthier work to do? Are we so insecure that we can go so over the top in this way? Come off it Police, don’t turn yourselves, and us, into laughing stocks!

John Nagenda
Kampala
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At least justice has been delivered and his spirit will rest in peace. They killed Rutamirika in cold blood and he died in pain. The judge was right.
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She is not marriage material because some women do not really mind about relations because they feel they are still young and want to explore the world.
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